ACMI and Screen Education

4  Deep Space: Sensation and Immersion
   GEORGE ALEXANDER

12  Coup For Australia
    BRENDAN WALL

14  Australian Children’s Television Foundation on the Web
    Your next media lesson is only a click away!
    LEE BURTON

21  Film Australia’s Outback—study guide
    HOWARD BROWN, RUSSELL KEALEY AND LIBBY TUDBALL

31  The Accused—study guide
    TIM SWAN

36  Australian Rules
    ANITA JETNIKOFF

40  Australian Rules
    Light and frothy ... with some dark seeds thrown in.
    LIBBY TUDBALL

Media Watch

44  Remembering 9/11 A Year Later
    BARRY DUNCAN

46  Double Standards in Cultural Judgements
    ALAN MCKEE

50  Live from the Ministry of Truth
    How ‘real’ are reality soaps?
    LAWRENCE HILL AND ROBYN QUIN
Teaching About Audiences
On Forrest Gump
ROBYN QUIN

Does the Cinema Represent Teachers Fairly?
PETER KRAUSZ

Media Production

Indigenous New Media Arts
JENNY FRASER

Digital Grassroots
A Practical Guide to Digital Video
MICHAEL JONES

Teaching Music Video Clips in Year 8 Media
RUSSELL KEALEY

Stop, Look, Listen ... and learn!
The RACV Transmission Program
VICTORIA GIUMMARRA

They’re Going to Put You in The Movies—Yeah, Right!
JOHN J. HART

The Essential Guide to Teaching Screenwriting
HUNTER CORDAIY

Story and Storytelling
AMANDA BROTCHE

vce film as text

Only Healthy Seed Must Be Sown: GATTACA
VCE Film as Text
JULIE CLARKE
109  Exalting in the Terribleness of Life: 
Suffering and Laughter in the Vienna of The Third Man 
VCE Film as Text 
JOY McENTEE

116  Harry Lime’s Vienna 
JOHN HAGAN

121  Welcome to Frontline 
DAVID GILES

nsw film as text
125  The Castle: A Cinema of Dislocation 
NSW Film as Text 
JUSTINE LLOYD

131  Witness the spectator 
NSW Film as Text 
SOFIA AHLBERG

135  New World, Old Habits: Patriarchal Ideology in Star Wars: A New Hope 
NSW Film as Text 
KATHLEEN ELLIS

137  History and Memory in Life is Beautiful 
NSW Film as Text 
RYAN SCOTT

143  The Lion King—study guide 
CHRISTINE AND MURRAY EVELY

Documentary and genre
154  Breaking Bows and Arrows—study guide 
LIBBY TUDBALL
What Examiners Say:
Students’ essays about film
DIANE O’FLAHERTY

Triumph of the Spirit
CHILDREN OF THE CROCODILE
PETER WILSHIRE

Dolphin Mania—study guide
CHRISTINA JARVIS AND SALLY INGLETON

Work and Working Life in the Cinema
PETER KRAUSZ

ScreenZine
AFI Essay Competition Winners

The Four Corners of Investigative Journalism
SONJA GOERNITZ

It’s a Matter of Opinion
CHRISTOPHER O’LEARY

Attacking Film: Mr Cranky Meets Harry Potter
BARRY DUNCAN

Technology, Book, video and web Reviews

Technicalities

REVIEWS

Books, Videos and CD-ROMs